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Same Stamps - Two Different Printers
• see New Issue Notes page 5

Beijing Miniature Sheet specialist notes
The three Year of the Dragon stamps in this miniature sheet, are significantly
different to those issued 5 January 2012. Details as follows:
5 Jan 2012 sheet stamps 2 Nov 2012 MIS stamps
Printed by Cartor Security Printing, Printed by Southern Colour Print Lld,
Meauce, France Dunedin
pert 13)1, x 13 pert 13)1"
Vertical mesh Horizontal mesh
103gsm European paper 104gsm Tullis Russell paper
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Specialist Bl09 Site
Introducing this month a new feature for the Newsletter and one which will be
mirrored as Newsletter Notes that appear on our website.

Please note that not all submissions will be featured as it will be necessary to
select specialist work on New Zealand issues according to its relevance and
development potential. Note also that all submissions must be accompanied
by a name and address and contact details.

Wayne Sampson is a keen Australian specialist in the 1970 Pictorials of New
Zealand. He networks with several experts for references to individual varieties,
prices realised and particularly notes, different combinations of varieties and likely
quantities of errors originally released onto the market. He's quite open about his
intention to promote changes in the CP Catalogue as a result of his research.

Please note that what follows is unique research and observation and readers
are invited either to correct or to develop the propositions made from their
own experience.

He writes: "I make a submission regarding the CP Catalogue for you to consider
the separate listing of (a) 1c blue omission (P2). (b) 4c yellow omission on the
PVA gummed (colourless) paper (P6). There is a big difference in quantities
available (1c 30 copies, 4c 50/60 copies) when compared with the omissions on
the PVAD gummed stamps. I feel by the listings of the two varieties as separate
entities this may encourage philatelic research into the whole issue to a greater
extent.

P2c(Y) 1c Red Admiral Butterfly printed on PVAD (polyvinyl alcohol
dextrine) gummed unwatermarked paper (1973). (Blue gum)
Records indicate that two sheets were found with blue colour omitted on all
stamps. Both sheets were from the 1B plate printing (examples supplied). If all
exist today, at least 400 copies are available - a fairly common omission!

Significantly in the PVA (colourless gum) I have also recorded the blue
omission from the two left-hand stamps in a strip of four from vending
machine rolls.

A top right hand corner block of ten with "traffic lights" indicating that it is
from Plate 1B1B1B1B with the right hand three and a half rows blue colour
omitted.

Records indicate that one sheet only was found of this variety making a
total of thirty stamps with full omission, some of which may not exist today.
Recent sales of this variety - June 2012: a strip of seven via CP total $775
October 2000 strip of seven Mowbray International auction sold at $780.

As a point of interest, the "traffic light" (colour control square) indicator
shows that the blue colour is still visible. The omission appears only on the
stamps. As the sheets were printed in tandem Plate 1A pane over 1B pane,
would this mean that the stamps from the pane 1A were printed as normal?

Conclusion: A rare stamp - with the possible thirty stamps available or ten strips.
As a submission, could this stamp along with the 4c Moth CP P6c(V) and the 10c
Royal CP P126(Y) have separate listings to the examples on the PVAD gum
(bluish).
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Gc Seahorse PBb Wayne has in his collection a bottom right corner block of nine
with a corner sheet fold which has obscured R10/10 and left it as a partial missing
red colour with only a small strip of the background remaining at the left margin
rising to a point at top left of the stamp. Unfolded the sheet also shows a print of
40% of the stamp in positive on the gum and on the back of the corner of the
sheet. (See illustration).

Wayne speculates that this may be CP listing P8b(Z).
CP comment: This is highly unlikely as P8b(Z) was a complete 100% missing
background red colour whereas Wayne's is a partial missing red background with
print on the back of the corner paper fold that obscured the stamp during red
printing.

10c Royal Stamp (1970) P12b Wayne has a plate block of P12b(Y) deep blue
colour omitted in the bottom three stamps of the block of six and in the plate
numbers. This variety has PVA gum.
CP Comment: This is not really P12b(Y) as the deep blue colour is not completely
omitted there being a vestigial impression where the head should be. There
seems to be active demand for this variety, however as in 2011 in a John
Mowbray International auction, a vertical strip of three including the partial print in
the bottom stamp with selvedge sold for $750.

15c Maori Fish Hook P13b Wayne has in his collection a bottom left corner plate
block of twelve stamps (3 x 4) of plate P13a(Y) with pale chestnut omitted. The
block also features three with partial omission. Wayne records that the one sheet
recorded showed the pale chestnut omission in a total of thirteen stamps, either
fully or partially. (Ref. New Zealand Stamp Collector, Volume 56, No.3). Records
suggest, says Wayne, that a small piece of paper overlaid part of the bottom
section of the sheet during the printing of the pale chestnut colour. A light
impression of the pale chestnut colour is visible on the lower selvedge and the
affected stamps.
Comment: The explanation for the missing pale chestnut seems entirely believable.
However, the presence of a shadow impression of the pale chestnut in the bottom
selvedge and in some of the stamps where the printed colour is missing, presents a
number of problems of explanation. Continued bottom page 5
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NEW ISSUES AND VARIETIES
by Andrew Dolphin

Beijing 2012 Miniature Sheet (2 November 2012)
Oho - Now here is a philatelically interesting miniature sheet!

Issued to commemorate the Beijing International Stamp & Coin Expo 2012, held
at the Exhibition Hall of the China World Trade Centre in Beijing from 2-4 November
2012. The miniature sheet incorporates three of the 2012 Lunar Year of the Dragon
stamps set against an image of the Dunedin Railway Station.

So, an attractive miniature sheet, but closer examination of the stamps
themselves reveals significant differences between the 5 January 2012 sheet
stamps and these 2 November 2012 miniature sheet stamps, as follows:

• Originally printed by Cartor Security Printing, Meauce, France; the stamps
from the miniature sheet are now printed by Southern Colour Print lld,
Dunedin.

• They were p.13Y> x 13; they are now p.13Y>.
• They were vertical mesh; they are now horizontal mesh.
• They were printed on 103gsm European paper; they are now printed on

104gsm Tullis Russell paper.
• The Southern Colour Print stamps from the miniature sheet also appear to be

slightly darker shades, although probably still falling within the four process
colour print shade range.
In addition, the three Southern Colour Print miniature sheet stamps would
appear to be rather more finely printed, with improved fine detailing,
particularly noticeable on the $2.40 Dunedin Railway Station stamp.

So, change of printer, change of pert, change of mesh, change of paper, even
shade and fine design detail differences.

Make sure you don't miss out on this one - your New Zealand collection will not
be complete without it.
Stamps S1299b, S1301b, S1302b, MIS SM1299b-1302b. Continued page 6

Specialist 810g Site (continued from page 3)
Wayne maintains that the same piece of paper that obscured the printing of the
pale chestnut while it overlaid the sheet, may have turned over dUring the
process and "set-off" its print over the missing colour stamps and the selvedge.
An intriguing variety which requires more work done on it.
20c Maori Tattoo Pattern P15b wilh PVAD (blue) gum
Wayne has in his collection a plate block of six, including two stamps at the left with
complete black omission and the two next stamps to the right, partial missing black.
He says that records indicate that one sheet was discovered. The left most vertical
row of stamps shows total omission with the adjoining column partial omission. The
printers imprint is also missing from the last row selvedge (Row 10).

Examination of the black tattoo pattern and the lines that make it up indicates a
finer and lighler appearance 10 the original issue, indicating that the omission sheet
came from a lale printing. The gum type is of a "smooth" appearance as opposed to
the earlier print (very "lined"). The plate block has no "reprint dol", so does not come
from the final printing.
Conclusion: Wayne says that this is a rare stamp with only ten full omissions in
existence and ten partial. A recent sale was at Grosvenor Auctions (2008) where a
horizontal strip of four including a full omission and a partial, with bars premium sold
for £1941. Provenance:- Pierron.
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New Issues Notes (cant.)

2012 Ross Dependency Definitives (21 November 2012)
A little bit of a strange one this one - five beautiful photographs of Antarctica, nicely
brought together in a miniature sheet and displayed extremely effectively on two
NASA satellite-image First Day Covers. But my understanding of the definition of
Definitives is a long series of stamps covering all the correct postal rates in force,
from the lowest possible, 10c, up to a top high value, for Ross Dependency,
currently $3. Here however, we have five stamps in the usual commemorative
denominations of Standard Post, Fast Post, Australia Airmail, Rest of the World
Airmail, and Rest of the World Airmail second size step rate. So the only thing that
makes these Definitives as far as I can see is that instead of remaining on sale for a
period of twelve months, these stamps will remain on sale until further notice.

That said, it must be admitted and to quote the NZ Post Collector's Notes, "Ross
Dependency is home to some of the most impressive landscapes in Antarctica and
this breathtaking scenery is spectacularly featured in the 2012 Ross Dependency
Definitives stamp issue."
Designs: 70e - Mt Erebus, discovered and named by James Clark Ross in 1841,
the highest volcano in Ross Dependency, the second highest in Antarctica and the
world's southernmost active volcano. Photographed by Ted Scambos and Rob
Bauer, National Snow & Ice Data Centre, USA.
$1.40 - Beardmore Glacier, over 160 km long, discovered and climbed in 1908 by
Ernest Shackleton and one of the largest glaciers in the world. Photographed by
Dylan Taylor of France.
$1.90 - Lake Vanda, Dry Valleys 5 km long with a maximum depth of 69 metres
and permanently covered with 3-5 metres of transparent ice. Photographed by Chris
Rudge of New Zealand.
$2.40 - Cape Adare The site of the first documented landing on Antarctica by the
crew of the whaler 'Antarctic'in 1895. Cape Adare is now the site of the largest
Adelie penguin rookery in the world. Photographed by William McLaughlin, USA.
$2.90 - Ross Ice Shelf Discovered by and named after James Clark Ross in 1841
and originally called 'The Barrier', the Ross Ice Shelf is the largest ice shelf in the
world. It recently became ever so slightly smaller, when Iceberg B-15 carved off the
Ross Ice Shelf in 2000. This is the largest iceberg ever recorded, 295 km long, 37
km wide and 11,000 square km in area. Photographed by David Barr, USA.

The selvedge of the miniature sheet most unusually and attractively
incorporates a blue foil image of James Clark Ross, 1800-1862, Antarctic Explorer.

Designed by Gregory Millen, Paraparumu, Kapiti Coast and printed by Southern
Colour Print Ltd, Dunedin, by offset lithography in the four process colours, plus blue
foil for the miniature sheet, vertical mesh p.14 on Tullis Russell 104gsm red
phosphor gummed stamp paper. Five stamps in sheets of 25 and a five- stamp
miniature sheet. RD128a-RD132a, RDM128-132.

New Zealand Stamp Exhibition Dates

Upper Hutt 2013 13-15 September 2013
A Specialised National Stamp Exhibition, to be held at Expressions Arts &
Entertainment Centre, 836 Fergusson Drive, Upper Hutt.



CALs CORNER - Part 38
by Andrew Dolphin

2012 Bayleys Real Estate
An upraled 10c CAL has been released in July 2012 for Bayleys Real Estate,
Wellington, featuring senior residential property consultant, Judy Nicholls. This is the
same design as the previous 50c and 60c CALs.

2012 New Zealand Motel
A gummed 10c CAL has been released Augusl2012 depicting a motel and
adjacent swimming pool. No further details known at this time.

2012 Rotoroa Island
A 10c self-adhesive CAL has been released August 2012 at an uprated Rotoroa
Island CAL. Rotoroa is in the Hauraki Gulf and is described as 'An Island Apart'.
Their original 60c CAL was released March 2012.

2012 Medical Scanner
Al 10c self-adhesive CAL was released September 2012 by Carestream Health
New Zealand Lld, featuring a picture of a DRX Evolution Hospital Medical
Scanning Machine. This is an upraled CAL from the 60c one released October
2010.

2012 Barfoot & Thompson Real Estate
In CALs Corner Part 31, November 2012 CP Newsletter, page 2, we listed a CAL
from Barfoot & Thompson Real Estate featuring the Real Estate Ladies. We now
learn there was a second Barfoot & Thompson Real Estate Howick self-adhesive
60c CAL released May 2012, this time featuring a photograph of real estate agent
Gill Macdonald.

2012 The Campaign For Wool
A 10c self-adhesive CAL was released October 2012 for The Campaign For
Wool. This CAL depicts a stylised sheep, with the information that the patron for
the Campaign For Wool is HRH The Prince of Wales.

2012 trademarkzone
A 10c self-adhesive CAL released October 2012, featuring the company logo of
trademarkzone which is an intellectual property law firm based in Wellington. This
is the uprated version of the 60c trademarkzone CAL released March 2011.

2012 Upper Hutt 2013 Stamp Exhibition
A set of two 10c gummed CALs have been issued 1 November 2012 for Upper
Hutt 2013, the Specialised National Stamp Exhibition to be held at Expressions
Arts & Entertainment Centre, 836 Fergusson Drive, Upper Hull, 13-15 September
2013. The CALs depict St Johns Anglican Church, Trentham 1862-2012, 15011>
Anniversary, and Blockhouse, Wallaceville, Trentham 1860- . This Blockhouse
was first used in the Taranaki War 1860-1. Upper HUll 2013 First Day Covers are
available from the Upper Hull Stamp Club, dated Wellington 1 Nov 2012.

A second issue of Upper Hull 2013 CALs, is planned for April 2013 featuring Tui
and Kereru. (Thanks due 10 research conlributing 10 Ihis article 10 Margarellngley)

"I have enjoyed the free samples so far and look forward to receiving the NewsleNer on a regular
basis from now on." N.F., Bahamas November 2012
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FIRST SIDEFACES
The continuation of the Iistinos from the Robin Gwvnn collection.

Please note: All offers from this list will be free of GST and will have an addition of 10%
buyer's commission.

Watermark Large Star (cont.)
547(a) C1d 1d Deep Dull Lilac Star Watermark p.12'1z Superb well-centred

example with light obliterator strike complimenting the appearance of the
whole. A lovely stamp. $975

(b) Or C1d 1d ditto centred slightly right and light obliterator top right, very fine
colour for this issue. $895

(c) Or C1d 1d ditto centred high and left with light obliterator lower left side,
paler shade fine example. $745

(d) Or C1d 1d ditto superb dated pair Christchurch 31" May 1875, beautifully
centred and clear print, outstanding Exhibition piece. (photo p.9) $1900

(e) Or C1d 1d ditto in deep dull shade, another well-centred pair with light
Obliterator "11". Another very fine item indeed. $1895

Cover
547(f) 1875 (22 SP) Wellington local letter, superb front with wonderful pair of
C1 d lightly marked with duplex cancellation. Vertical discolouration area in centre
~ the front. Lovely item. (photo p.9) $2395

EIGHTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
From The New Zealand Stamp Collector - January 1928

New Issues, Notes and Discoveries
The y,d Postage Due has now appeared on Cowan paper.

We have seen the y,d George and the 1d Field Marshal on Cowan paper and the 2d
George on Wiggins Teape paper with the perforations omitted from the selvedge at the top of
the sheets, consequently the stamps in the top row are imperf at the top.

Mr C.M. McNaught has shown us two recent issues with inverted watermark and has
suggested that a list of these watermark varieties might be useful.

As far as we have been able to ascertain the list is as follows:-
Inverted Watermark - y,d George and 1d Dominion on Jones paper; 1d Dominion on De La
Rue unsurfaced paper; 1d Dominion on Wiggins Teape paper; y,d George and 1d Dominion
on Cowan paper; and 5d and 1/- George.
Reversed Watermark - y,d George, 1d Dominion, 2d George and y,d George Official, 1d
Dominion Official and 3d George Official all on Cowan paper.

FIFTY YEARS AGO
From the Newsletter - January 1963

[Adv.] January being holiday time and too hot to think, we offer you some lots that don't
require thought - they are just obviously good:

3/· Pert 12'1, • Bargain.
Long recognised as one of the most difficult of the Pictorials is the 3/- Perf 1212 fine used. Cat
15/- by S.G. and 12/6d by us, we are clearing a surplus at the low price of ......... 8/6d
The same stamp is by no means common mint and is Cat. £5 by S.G., 401· C.P.; while they
last, each mint 25/·
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First Sidefaces (cont.)
Watermark Large Star (cont.)

548(a) C2c 2d Deep Rose Star Paper p.12% Commercially used copy showing
frame flaw upper left and vertical ink streak through the front of the diadem. Very
deep shade. Centred right with wide left gUller, slightly smudged obliterator. $125

(b) Or C2c 2d ditto Beautiful example in pale shade with clear strike of obliterator
off the face and low. $85

(c) Or C2c 2d ditto Magnificently centred example with light Cancellation slightly
over the face covering 50% of the stamp. Beautiful shade. $100

(d) Or C2c 2dditto Fine example with light marking on piece Nelson CDS 16 MR 76. $125
(e) Or C2c 2d ditto Another piece, this time "NN" duplex cancellation over centre of

stamp and CDS 28 AP 76. $85
(f) C2c 2d ditto Another piece showing Wellington duplex CDS MY 17 75. Light

over the face and highly attractive. $125
Covers

: 548(g)=-1"'8-=7-=5""'(2C:-5~MC-yc-)c-w""'ec-Ic-lin-g-to-n-t-o-'Nc-a-p-ie-r-,-w-e-Il.-c-e-nt-re-d.,----ex-a-m-p-,l-e"'2c-dc-(-=C-=2-c,-)w.,----ith.,----Wc-ec-IIC-in-g-to-n-dc-u-pc-Ie-x-,--.

. light over the face and well-centred stamp. Some stains in bottom perfs. Small b/s, CDS Napier

. MY 27 '75. Embossed nap torn vertically. Original (undated) m/s document. Letter addr. Sir Donald
McLean from his sister "Mon cher"rare cover with Star watermark in 2d use. Also, part front dated
MY 1775 2d p.12'h, wmk NZ & Star alongside small piece with Wellington duplex of the same date
stamp,wmk Large Star. Interesting juxtaposition of stamp varieties of the same value used on the
same date. (photo p.9) $625

548(h) 1875 (MY 1) Dunedin to Cromwell. Two strikes of Dunedin duplex frank unsevered vertical
pair mounted sideways. Deep shade of C2c. Cromwell receiving cancellation MY 4 1875, makes
this remarkable cover the earliest recorded use of the 2d with Star watermark. Some faults at flap
and top of envelope damaged $550

548(i) 1875 (MY 12) Dunedin to Cromwell, similar cover to above but only one copy C2c and no
receiving CDS. One strike Dunedin duplex. The second earliest recorded date for the use of the 2d
Large Star watermark. Very fine. $350

5480) C2c 2d ditto two fine used copies featuring cancellations Kowai Star and
Salt Water Creek December 1875. Each $135

(k) C2c 2d ditto Magnificent commercially used block of four. Wellington 4 AU 75.
Cancellations include squared circle and Wellington duplex (two strikes). very
fine condition, a lovely piece. $400

Covers
548(1) 1875 (AUG 18) Auckland to Tongatapu Friendly Isles.(Tonga) Fascinating cover, franked with
2d C2c underpaid 4d. Hand-stamp "Detained for 4d additional postage" with two further stamps
attached over this hand-stamp and cancelled with Auckland duplex AU 21 1875. hIs boxed "Too late"
"per Vision". No arrival CDS but endorsed by Shirley W. Baker (later Prime Minister) as having been
found open on arrival. Slight soiling, a remarkable item. (photo p.12) $1925

548(m) 1875 (OC 19) Riverton, Southland to St Pierre Miquelon, Newfoundland. bls Riverton and
Invercargill and Windsor (Otago) 27 NOV with "More to Pay" "6" both applied in blue. Arrival
cancellation St Pierre Miquelon 17 DEC. Cover franked by First Sideface 6d (C5a) p.12% and C2c 2d
Large Star p. 12%. Remarkable cover in excellent condition neatly opened.
One of the most beautiful items in the collection. (photo p.12) $3250

548(n) 1876 (MR 1) Dunedin to Cromwell copy of C2c franks this fine cover b/s MR 31876.
Hallenstein Bros & Co., Dunedin printed cover. $325
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NZ CHALONS Perforated 12% Issues 1864-1872 (photos pA)
Every New Zealand collection should have a representation of our first and only "classic" issue.
Collected in a full set of eleven and fully price-adjusted for condition, they make a magnificent
asset and opening page. They will also give endless enjoyment and appreciation.

This month we offer seven sets of the eleven stamps ranging in condition from "superb
appearance with faults" up to "superb appearance in good used condition". Not the most
superfine perhaps, but worthy and quite brilliant representations. Included are 1d red, 1d brown,
2d blue Plates1 and 2, 2d orange, 3d lilac, 4d rose, 4d yellow, 6d red-brown, 6d blue, 1/- green.

900(a) A fine looking set. The 1d vermilion and 4d rose have thins. Others are
fine looking, better-than-average used of bright colour. The set of eleven
(Cat $2,500) $995

(b) A set much like (a), some markings more prominent as in the 4d yellow
and 4d rose (dated copy), 6d blue is mls cancellation, 3d lilac is also
dated. $1235

(c) Set as above (11v). 1d red magnificent copy, markings light and off the
face, minor thin at top. Some markings a little more prominent as in the 4d
yellow,4d rose; perf slightly clipped at top 2d copy Plate 2. Centring good
except 2d Plate 1 towards top and 3d lilac to left. $1500

(d) An even better set with fine bright colours throughout and clear faces. 1d
brown central marking and 3d is mauve shade. A fine set. $1625

(e) Another lovely set of eleven. Centring is all good except 3d mauve towards
the top. All markings light and leaving the faces clear in all but 3d mauve
and 4d yellow. 1d brown major re-entry. $1775

(f) Another lovely set of eleven well-centred stamps with bright colours.
1d superb with clipped perfs at bottom (straight edge), markings mainly
clear off the face except 3d mauve. 4d rose in better than average
condition although 1/- green has fine looks if rounded bottom right corner. $1675

(g) This time markings more prominent but centring and colours fine. 4d rose
is a lovely copy if markings slightly over the face. $1825

Note: All the stamps in these sets have been individually assessed for condition.
NEWSPAPER STAMp· Mint

A specialised list of complete mint stocks of Section B, Y,d Newspaper stamps. In our experience, the vast majority of
mint Newspaper stamps exist either mint no gum, or mint part own gum. LHM stamps with full gum other than the hinge
are scarce - fine UHM are rare. This listing covers condition grades from MNG through to UHM - of the latter we usually
only have one or two copies (often eX-'Oxford').

250(a) B1a 1873 NZ Watermark p.10 MNG $100
(b) B1a(Z) ditto no watermark MNG $100
(c) B1b 1873 NZ Watermark p.12Y, MNG $100
(d) B1c(W) 1873 NZ Watermark p. 10 x12Y, MNG $100

251(a) B2a 1875 Small Star Watermark p.12Y" lovely fine UHM (ex-'Oxford') $125
(b) B2a ditto LHM or part gum $20 or MNG $10
(c) B2a(Z) ditto no watermark LHM or part gum $20 or MNG $10
(d) B2b 1875 Small Star Watermark p. near 12 UHM $175
(e) B2b ditto LHM $60 or part gum $50
(f) B2b ditto pair heavy hinge, creasing $75

252(a) B3a 1892 NZ & Star Watermark p.12Y, fine UHM $70
(b) B3a ditto block of four centred high, small crinkle in gum one unit, otherwise UHM $250
(c) B3a ditto LHM or part gum $15
(d) B3a(Z) no watermark LHM $20
(e) B3a(Y) letter watermark UHM $75 or LHM $25
(f) B3a(Y) ditto remarkable strip of twelve with letters complete 'NEW ZEALAND'strip MNG $90
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The CP NEWSLETTER is a confidential source of Information for philatelists and collectors
Published by CAMPBELL PATERSON LTD. Auckland New Zealand SUbScflpllons NZS62.00 Inland ISSN 1172-0166

Alllats offered In this newsletter are unconditionally guaranteed as genuine and as described
They are offered subject unsold and will be sent on approval to known clients, Postage IS addItional
GST nollncluded (NZ only).
The Information contained in this newsletter IS private to subscribers and unauthorised reproduction 15 expressly forbidden
Postal orders to PO. Box 5555, Auckland 1141, New Zealand
To obtain more detailed descriptions of the material offered In this newsletter
or to place orders, phone us 0800 755 557 or Fax 64-9-379 3087
or Email: service@cpnzstamps.co.nz
Our web site IS: www.cpnzstamps.co.nz
Overseas clienls phone (loll free) UK:0500-893 975; USA. 1800-4348185
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